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Introduction

To better understand how various aspects of hearing-
instrument processing affect the fundamental speech
cues, computational models of speech perception may
provide useful information about the auditory cues that
contribute to the recognition of a specific consonant or
its confusion with another consonant. Recently, the au-
thors of the current study proposed a consonant percep-
tion model [1], which combines an auditory model [2]
with a temporally dynamic correlation-based template-
matching back end. The model was evaluated using the
extensive data set from [3], obtained in NH listeners with
consonant-vowels (CV) syllables presented in white noise
at various signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and shown to ac-
count well for consonant recognition and consonant con-
fusions.
Several studies have investigated the effects of hearing
impairment and hearing-aid (HA) amplification on con-
sonant perception, e.g. [4, 5]. Schmitt et al. (2016) [6]
presented a consonant perception test specifically de-
signed for high-frequency HA fitting and demonstrated
that the test was sensitive to effects of high-frequency
amplification as well as to effects of nonlinear frequency
compression (NLFC), which is designed to restore high-
frequency acoustic information in listeners with pro-
nounced high-frequency hearing loss by compressing the
high-frequency signal content and shifting it to lower fre-
quencies. However, NLFC with “too strong” settings can
result in a drastic reduction of consonant recognition [6],
as frequency-compressed high-frequency consonants may
perceptually “morph” into other consonants. In addi-
tion to such spectral modifications induced by NLFC,
temporal signal modifications induced by highly nonlin-
ear processing schemes typically applied in HAs (e.g.,
impulse-noise suppression, INS) may also affect conso-
nant perception.
An alternative compensation strategy is represented by
cochlear-implant (CI) processing, applied in more se-
vere cases of hearing impairment, using an implanted
electrode array. However, CIs are limited with respect
to spectral resolution (for review see [7]). DiNino et
al. (2016) [8] investigated the effect of CI processing
with poor electrode-neuron interfaces on the perception
of consonants and vowels in NH listeners using vowel-
consonant-vowel (VCV) and consonant-vowel-consonant
(CVC) syllables, respectively, noise-vocoded to simu-
late CI processing. Energy from different frequency re-
gions was either zeroed out or redistributed to neigh-
bouring channels, inducing considerable perceptual dif-
ferences across conditions in the vowel perception test,

whereas the consonant perception test showed less vari-
ability across conditions.
The present study investigated the predictive power of
the model by Zaar and Dau (2017) [1] in several HA and
CI processing conditions.

Method

Experiment 1: Effects of HA signal processing

The speech material was taken from the speech mate-
rial recorded by Schmitt et al. (2016) [6] and consisted
of the VCVs /aba, aga, ada, apa, aka, ata, asa, aSa, afa,
atsa/1, spoken by a female native German speaker. Two
differently spectrally shaped versions of /asa/ (/asa6/
and /asa9/) and /aSa/ (/aSa3/ and /aSa5/) were defined
in [6]. The initial vowels of the considered VCV tokens
were manually removed to obtain the CVs /ba, ga, da,
pa, ka, ta, sa6, sa9, Sa3, Sa5, fa, tsa/.
Five conditions were considered: unaided, default, NLFC,
INS, and NLFC&INS. The unaided condition was a nat-
ural listening situation. For the other four conditions,
Phonak Naida V90-RIC HAs were employed, assuming a
moderate to severe hearing loss. The default condition
was defined as the default HA settings suggested by the
fitting software. In the NLFC condition, the strongest
possible setting of the provided NLFC algorithm (Phonak
SoundRecover) was selected. In the INS condition, the
strongest possible setting of the provided INS algorithm
(Phonak SoundRelax) was selected. In the NLFC&INS
condition, NLFC and INS were combined using the re-
spective strongest possible settings.
One sound file with all CVs was obtained by concatenat-
ing the CVs with 500-ms pauses between them. Steady-
state speech-shaped noise (SSN) was added at an effec-
tive SNR of 8 dB. 10 seconds of noise alone preceded the
first CV. The mixture of CVs and noise was played back
frontally from a loudspeaker to a KEMAR dummy head
in a sound-attenuating room (speech level: 70 dBA) and
the signals were recorded at the position of the dummy
head’s tympanic membrane. The recordings were equal-
ized to compensate for the applied amplification and cut
into the individual CV stimuli.
Ten adult NH native German listeners (mean age: 29.5
years) were tested. The listeners were seated in a sound-
insulated booth and binaurally presented with the di-
otic stimuli via Sennheiser HD 650 headphones at 60 dB
sound pressure level. They were asked to select the con-
sonants they heard on a graphical user interface. Each of

1Only the subset /ada, aha, ama, aka, asa, aSa, afa/ of the
recorded VCVs were eventually used in [6]. The present study
used a different subset.
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the 60 stimuli (12 CVs in five conditions) was presented
8 times to each listener, in randomized order. The data
obtained for each stimulus were pooled across listeners
(80 observations per stimulus).

Experiment 2: Effects of CI signal processing

DiNino et al. (2016) [8] considered sixteen VCVs, consist-
ing of consonants embedded in an /aCa/ context (/p/,
“apa”; /t/, “ata”; /k/, “aka”; /b/, “aba”; /d/, “ada”;
/g/, ”aga“; /f/, ”afa“; /T/, “atha”; /s/, “asa”; /S/,
”asha“; /v/, ”ava“; /z/, ”aza“; /dZ/, “aja”; /m/, “ama”;
/n/, “ana”; /l/, “ala”). All VCVs were spoken by a
male talker (native speaker of American English). Noise-
vocoder processing was applied to the stimuli to simulate
CI processing in combination with regions of poor neural
survival, using CI simulation software developed by Lit-
vak et al. (2007) [9] (15 vocoder bands with logarithmic
spacing between 250 Hz and 8.7 kHz). As a control con-
dition, the VCVs were processed using all vocoder bands
(AllChannels). For the other six conditions, the spectral
information in three frequency regions (Apical / 421 –
876 Hz; Middle / 877 – 1826 Hz; Basal / 1827 – 3808
Hz) was degraded by either (i) setting the corresponding
channels to zero (Zero) or (ii) setting them to zero and
adding half of the envelope energy from the zeroed chan-
nels to the neighboring lower-frequency channels and the
other half to adjacent higher-frequency channels (Split).
Twelve adult NH listeners with a mean age of 25.2 years
participated in the study (native speakers of American
English). All 112 VCV stimuli (16 VCVs × 7 condi-
tions) were frontally presented 6 times to each listener
at 60 dBA via a loudspeaker in a sound-insulated booth.
The data obtained for each stimulus were pooled across
listeners (72 observations per stimulus).

Model simulations

The consonant perception model of Zaar and Dau (2017)
[1] was used to predict the perceptual data obtained with
the HA-processed CVs and with the CI-processed VCVs.
Figure 1 shows the model, which combines the audi-
tory model front end of Dau et al. (1997) [2] (consist-
ing of a gammatone filterbank, an envelope extraction
stage, a chain of adaptation loops and a bank of 4 mod-
ulation filters) with a temporally dynamic correlation-
based back end, cf. [1]. For a given noisy speech sig-
nal, the temporal pattern of the noise alone is subtracted
from the corresponding temporal pattern of the noisy
speech. The resulting model representations of the test

Figure 1: Scheme of the consonant perception model (reprint
from [1]).

signal and of a set of templates are then aligned in time
using a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. Fi-
nally, the cross-correlation coefficients between the time-
aligned test-signal representation and the time-aligned
template representations are calculated and, after adding
a constant-variance internal noise to limit the model’s
resolution, converted to response percentages.
To predict the data from experiment 1, the experimental
stimuli were fed to the model along with “noise alone”
signals obtained in the same HA processing condition.
The “unaided” stimuli were employed as templates, con-
sidering 9 iterations with randomly selected “noise alone”
signals for the templates. After obtaining the correlation
coefficients between each test signal and all templates,
the internal noise was added and the model response for
each iteration was defined as the template showing the
largest correlation with the test signal. As proposed in
[1], the model was calibrated by adjusting the variance of
the internal noise based on the average consonant recog-
nition scores obtained all considered conditions. Here, a
variance of σ2

int,1 = 0.15 was found to be optimal.
The data from experiment 2, collected by DiNino et al.
(2016) [8], were predicted in a similar fashion, using the
vocoded VCVs in the considered vocoder conditions as
test signals and the unprocessed VCVs as templates. In
contrast to experiment 1, the experimental stimuli con-
tained no additive noise and the “noise alone” pattern
was therefore omitted. Nine iterations of the model sim-
ulation were run using newly generated noise-vocoded
stimuli in each iteration. An internal-noise variance of
σ2
int,2 = 0.071 was found to be optimal based on the av-

erage recognition scores obtained in the considered con-
ditions.

Results and discussion

The grand average consonant recognition scores obtained
in the five experimental conditions considered in experi-
ment 1 indicated that the consonant recognition was at
ceiling (above 90%) for all conditions except the ones
including NLFC, namely NLFC (55%) and NLFC&INS
(56%). Only these two conditions were further inves-
tigated. To inspect the data more closely in terms of
the consonant recognition and confusion scores, Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 show the measured and predicted confusion
matrices (CMs) obtained in the NLFC and NLFC&INS
conditions, respectively.
In the NLFC condition (Fig. 2) the model provided quite
accurate predictions of the stimulus-specific recognition
scores, as indicated by the good agreement of the red and
gray circles on the “diagonal” of the CM (which has two
“steps” as two representations of /s, S/ were considered
as stimuli). Furthermore, the model predicted some of
the confusions remarkably well (particularly for /d, s6,
s9, ts/), although the extent of the confusions was partly
underestimated. However, some distinct confusions were
not accounted for by the model (/t/ confused with /k/)
or predicted to a lesser extent such that they are not vis-
ible in Fig 2. For example, /S3, S5/ were confused with
/f/, but the predicted response probabilities for /f/ were
just below the 7%-threshold. Moreover, the model pre-
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Figure 2: Confusion matrix showing the data and model
predictions obtained in the NLFC condition of exp. 1.

dicted some additional confusions that were not observed
in the perceptual data.
The perceptual data obtained in the NLFC&INS con-
dition (Fig. 3) were largely comparable to the data ob-
tained in the NLFC condition (Fig. 2). However, some
clear differences can be observed (gray circles), as in the
NLFC&INS condition /k/ was confused with /p, f/ and
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix showing the data and model
predictions obtained in the NLFC&INS condition of exp. 1.

the confusion of /t/ with /k/ observed in the NLFC con-
dition disappeared. Furthermore, /ts/ was not recog-
nized at all in the NLFC condition, but was recognized
to some extent in the NLFC&INS condition. The model
predictions captured these perceptual changes between
the NLFC and the NLFC&INS condition well, apart
from the confusion of /k/ with /f/, which was not ac-
counted for by the model.
To evaluate the significance of the agreement between the
measured and the predicted consonant recognition scores
(on-diagonal elements of the CMs), a correlation analy-
sis was conducted, which revealed that the measured and
predicted recognition scores were significantly (p < 0.05)
correlated across stimuli for both the NLFC (r = 0.56)
and the NLFC&INS (r = 0.67) condition. To further-
more quantify the agreement between the measured and

predicted confusions, a correlation analysis of the conso-
nant confusions was performed. For each stimulus, the
correlation between the erroneous part of the measured
and predicted response patterns (off-diagonal elements of
the CMs) was obtained across response alternatives. This
analysis was only performed for the stimuli that showed
an error of Pe > 20% in the perceptual data. Table 1
shows the results of the confusion correlation analysis,
which revealed that the confusions were positively cor-
related for all considered stimuli, with most correlations
being significant. Note that the large confusion correla-
tions found in the two conditions for /S3, S5/, which are
not reflected in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, are due to model con-
fusion predictions that were qualitatively similar to the
measured data but scaled down such that they did not
exceed the 7% threshold used for plotting.

Table 1: Pearson’s correlation coefficients across response
alternatives between measured and predicted consonant con-
fusion patterns obtained in the NLFC and NLFC&INS con-
ditions of exp. 1. Significant correlations (p < 0.05) are given
in bold font. The confusion correlation was only obtained for
stimuli with a measured error Pe > 20%.

Consonant NLFC NLFC&INS

/b/ – –
/g/ – –
/d/ 0.97 0.25
/p/ 0.16 –
/k/ – 0.62
/t/ 0.12 –

/s6/ 0.94 0.93
/s9/ 0.97 0.97
/S3/ 0.89 0.65
/S5/ 0.88 0.78
/f/ – –

/ts/ 0.25 0.05

As reported by DiNino et al. (2016) [8], the grand aver-
age consonant recognition scores measured in the seven
experimental conditions of experiment 2 were below ceil-
ing and showed little variability across conditions (73%
± 5%) and a large variability across stimuli (with stan-
dard deviations of about 30%). The predicted recogni-
tion scores exhibited a similar behaviour, albeit with a
somewhat smaller variability across stimuli (with stan-
dard deviations of about 18.5%).
Figure 4 shows the measured (filled gray circles) and pre-
dicted (open red circles) CMs obtained in the AllChan-
nels control condition. The main measured confusions
were /g/ with /d/, /p/ with /t/, /k/ with /t/, and
/th/ with /v/, which resulted in low recognition scores
for these stimuli. The main confusions were well ac-
counted for but slightly underestimated by the model,
except for /th/ confused with /v/, where the model pre-
dicted a perfect recognition of /th/. Thus, the predicted
stimulus-specific recognition scores (along the CM’s diag-
onal) showed a similar trend as their measured counter-
parts, except for the recognition score for /th/. However,
the model also predicted some confusions that were not
represented in the data. To evaluate the significance of
the agreement between the measured and the predicted
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix showing the data and model
predictions obtained in the AllChannels condition of exp. 2.

consonant recognition scores, a correlation analysis was
conducted, which revealed that the measured and pre-
dicted recognition scores (on-diagonal elements of the
CMs) were significantly (p < 0.05) correlated across stim-
uli for all but the AllChannels and BasalZero conditions.
A correlation analysis of the consonant confusions was
performed to also quantify the relation between the mea-
sured and the predicted confusions using only the er-

Table 2: Pearson’s correlation coefficients across response
alternatives between measured and predicted consonant con-
fusion patterns obtained in each condition of exp. 2 (AC:
AllChannels; AZ: ApicalZero; AS: ApicalSplit ; MZ: Mid-
dleZero; MS: MiddleSplit ; BZ: BasalZero; BS: BasalSplit).
Correlation coefficients indicating significant correlation (p <
0.05) are given in bold font. The confusion correlation was
only obtained for stimuli with a measured error Pe > 20%.

AC AZ AS MZ MS BZ BS

/b/ – 0.00 -0.04 – 0.96 – –
/g/ 0.92 0.87 0.90 0.88 0.93 0.95 0.86
/d/ – 0.21 0.38 – – – 0.51
/p/ 0.96 0.93 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.87
/k/ 0.90 0.71 0.82 0.79 0.82 0.86 0.84
/t/ – – – – – – –
/f/ – – – – – – –
/v/ – – – – – – –
/th/ 0.06 -0.11 -0.03 0.38 -0.05 0.08 0.02
/s/ – – – – – – –
/z/ – – – – – – –
/sh/ – – – – – 0.95 0.96
/j/ – – – – – 0.11 –
/m/ – – – 0.50 0.68 – –
/n/ – 0.83 0.81 0.76 – 0.90 0.81
/l/ – – – – – – –

roneous part of the response patterns (off-diagonal ele-
ments of the CMs). As before, this analysis was con-
ducted only for the stimuli that showed a perceptual er-
ror of Pe > 20%. Table 2 summarizes the results, which
revealed that the confusion correlations for the consid-
ered stimuli were very large (mostly above r = 0.8) and
significant (p < 0.05) for the majority of the considered
stimuli. However, as observed in the Fig. 4, the /th/ con-
fusions were not well predicted by the model (presumably

because they originated from a phoneme-frequency effect
rather than from the signal characteristics) and the mea-
sured and predicted confusions obtained for /b, d/ in
the two Apical conditions and for /j/ in the BasalZero
condition showed either weak correlations or none at all.

Conclusion

The present study evaluated the predictive power of the
model of Zaar and Dau (2017) [1] regarding effects of
HA and CI signal processing on consonant perception.
The model was shown to account for most perceptual
effects observed in the data, as the predicted consonant
recognition and confusion scores were significantly corre-
lated with their measured counterparts for most condi-
tions. The results indicate that the model can account for
supra-threshold effects of hearing-instrument signal pro-
cessing on consonant perception. This suggests a large
potential of the model for evaluating and adjusting such
processing schemes, in particular when extended to ac-
count for individual hearing impairment.
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